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This article, originally published in “The Throws –Official Report of the European
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modern hammer throw mechanics from the father of the modern technique
himself. Re-printed with permission from the European Athletic Coaches
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Over the last ten years improvements in hammer throwing results may be
explained to a considerable extent by changing views on the principal issues
concerning the technique of hammer throwing. I shall not go into detail on
technique, inasmuch as this is readily available in the specialist literature of all
countries. I shall touch merely on the main questions that concern recent
developments. Let me begin with the low point of the rotation amplitude of the
hammer in preliminary swings and turns.

In the preliminary swings, the low point is to the right of the thrower (diagram 1).
Any deviation to the right from the longitudinal axis is individual.

In the entry into the first turn, it is opposite the foot of the right leg. With every
new turn it moves to the left. Before the culminating effort it is located opposite
the foot of the left leg.

It used to be considered as a mistake to spend a long time on changing the
amplitude of the implement’s movement to the left as the thrower enters the first 
turn (diagram 2). Today it is considered the basic position in modern technique.
When the thrower does not accommodate the amplitude of hammer movement to
the left (diagram 2), the hammer prevents him from moving around the
longitudinal axis to the left and he seems to be ‘dragging the hammer behind 
him’. Bearing in mind that the centrifugal force initially of the first turn is up to 80-
100 kg, it is clear that accommodation of the hammer movement amplitude to the
left is perfectly rational.

The hammer travel takes place up to the moment when the shoulder axis is in a
frontal plane with the hip and leg axis. In this interval the athlete affects the
hammer with his whole body (diagram 3).

With the world’s top athletes the right leg in the first turn lifts off after 80-90°
rotation to the left in relation to the initial position at the moment of the turn of the
thrower-hammer system (diagram 4). In subsequent turns, it is true, the foot lifts
off somewhat earlier (70- 80°).





At the moment when the shoulder and the hip axis are situated in the frontal
plane, as the thrower begins the first turn (diagram 5), (the following turns begin
similarly), the hammer moves by inertia right up to the point when the right foot
touches the ground. At this moment centrifugal force is dominant in the thrower-
hammer system. It helps the body to turn and the athlete to place more quickly
his right foot on the ground. Previously the hammer hampered the body’s 
rotation, since it was to the right of the thrower and he pulled it behind him as he
does with a discus.

For a long time— several decades— it was thought that, to catch up the
hammer, one had to turn the axis of the shoulders, of the hips and of the legs in
relation to the hammer in a frontal plane as soon s possible. Now the athlete
does not try to turn his legs; trunk and shoulders into a frontal plane (diagram 6).
The leg placement shoulder turn and trunk turn which are shown in diagram 6
are more advantageous. They enable us better to catch up the hammer and
thereby to extend the double support phase. Yuri Sedykh employs this means of



catching up the hammer. It has enabled the best modern throwers to increase by
100 % the active path of hammer travel by contrast with throwers of the 1950’s 
and 1960’s. Yuri Sedykh executes this movement with absolute exactitude. This
is his major advantage over the other world’s hammer throwers. 

Diagram 7 depicts the rhythm of hammer throwing. Class throwers use a
technique that enables them to retain effort in single support phases. Single
support phases are designated in diagram 7 by the figure 1. The hammer rotation
speed diminishes with lower class throwers in the single support phases (red
line).

The rhythm of throwing should be individual. Diagrams 8a, b and c show the
structure of throwing rhythm for three athletes who have thrown over 78 m. As
you can see the magnitude of the hammer’s rotation speed increase differs from 
one turn to the next, but by the end of the dynamic effort it has attained roughly
the same magnitudes and the athletes have demonstrated exactly the same
result.


